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CPA Select for TurboTax is also good for
CPAs
TurboTax this year unveiled a product called CPA select. While this has some bene�ts
for consumers who want a CPA to do their taxes but don’t want to guess at what the
cost will be, there are some bene�ts for up-and-coming CPA �rms as well:

Dave McClure •  Feb. 12, 2013

From the Bleeding Edge blog.

In 1990, I was leading a blissful existence as the chief technical writer for an ad
agency out of Cleveland when I was recruited out to join an accounting software
�rm.

I went from work on the space shuttle to working Superfund environmental sites and
writing technical articles to be part of a turn-around management team for a �ailing
company that was a tiny little division of what is now Thomson Reuters.

It was an interesting assignment, working for CPAids. Because it was a really good
software company, and because it was virtually impossible to market products in
1990 that had “aids” in their name.

But it was a great learning experience, and one that led after I left the company to an
offer to write “The Bleeding Edge column, now in its 20  year.

Point is, in 1991 I attended the California CPA Show, and on my return to Ohio went
to my boss’ of�ce. And asked him what business he thought we would be in two years
hence. He replied that we would still be in the accounting and tax software business.

I had my doubts, for I had seen two products called QuickBooks and TurboTax. Two
years later our company would be gutted and our customer list sold to Intuit.

I have watched both products over the intervening two decades, and while I
understand that they are not beloved by CPA �rms or tax preparers, their market
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share has nonetheless grown. For those who are inclined not to like them, it is about
to get far worse. Unless, of course, you sign on.

TurboTax this year unveiled a product called CPA select. While this has some bene�ts
for consumers who want a CPA to do their taxes but don’t want to guess at what the
cost will be, there are some bene�ts for up-and-coming CPA �rms as well:

1. The system is Web and Facebook based. In a world in which Facebook pages are
largely single-dimension business cards, Intuit has designed a slick, interactive site
that takes the use of social media to a whole new level. Even if you hate TurboTax,
you have to admire their use of the medium.

2. The pitch is simple. There are three pricing levels, for simple individual returns,
complicated individual returns, and small business returns. The customer knows
up front what the return will cost them.

3. CPAs are validated, so consumers have more con�dence.
4. Customers can get a $200 credit for recommending friends.
5. CPAs get more customers the more active they are with the system. Customer

ratings can also raise individual CPAs in the ratings, which give them more
customers.

6. CPAs are guaranteed payment. Here’s the real crunch –if the customer balks,
refuses to pay, runs from the bill or otherwise creates problems, the CPA �rm still
gets paid. Intuit pays the bill that agreed upon up front, and handles collection
from the customer.

CPAs bene�t from customers delivered to them, already quali�ed, with all of their
documents already scanned and ready for tax preparation.

It’s hard to know how successful this program will be, but I have the feeling that new
�rms and those struggling to �nd new customers will welcome another arrow in
their marketing quiver. I could be wrong, but then I wasn’t in 1991.
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